Maychem’s roots go back to 1975, when the company
began offering sealing services and marketing just two
products for sealing leaks in heating installations.
During its first two years, advertising in local newspapers, the company offered this sealing service for heating installations to various condominiums and private
homes. In later years, thanks to word of mouth on behalf
of satisfied customers, the company transformed itself
into a manufacturer of sealants for various sectors, such
as plumbing and construction.
Through continuous investments in researching innovative solutions, but above all through the training of
its own personnel, in the 1990’s the company began
producing for large and multinational companies on a
European wide scale.
In recent years, Maychem has become particularly aware of the need to satisfy specific market demands for
various sectors and has continued to improve its internal processes in order to pursue and develop the
company’s main objectives: customer satisfaction and
exceptional product quality.
With its new sales policy, today Maychem poses itself
directly on the national market as an innovative company, boasting over 35 years of experience, a staff of
highly qualified personnel, two research and development laboratories and an intricate sales network in continuous expansion, all aimed at guaranteeing customer
satisfaction and constant improvement in product quality.
Our product range:
• Sealants for heating and tap water installations
• Sealants for solar heating installations
• Sealants for swimming pools
• Cleaners for heating installations
• Protective agents (inhibitors) for heating systems with radiators or floor heating
• High efficiency inhibited antifreeze agents for solar, geothermal and heating systems
• Cleaners and acids for use against calcium deposits and rust in heating installations
• Noise reducer additive
• Cleaner for solar and photovoltaic panels
• Special cleaners for boiler
MADE IN ITALY
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PRODUCTS OVERVIEW
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CLEANER FOR HEATING SYSTEMS

Dosage

Usage time

Usage temperature

Mayline HR

Cleaner for heating installations
with radiators

0,5-1%*

2-4 days with boiler
pump

room temperature
up to MAX. 50°C.

Mayline HR plus

Quick-acting cleaner for heating installations
with radiators

1%

3-4 hours with flushing
pump

room temperature
up to MAX. 50°C.

Mayline CP

pH neutral cleaner for heating systems with
radiators

1%

8-10 days with boiler
pump

room temperature
up to MAX. 70°C.

Mayline CP-L

Long period pH neutral cleaner for heating
systems with radiators

1%

30-90 days with boiler
pump

room temperature
up to MAX. 70°C.

Mayline SB

Cleaner for floor heating installations

1%

5 hours with flushing pump
4 hours with boiler pump

room temperature
up to max. 40°C.

DESCALERS, ACIDS + NEUTRALIZER

Dosage

Usage time

Usage temperature

Mayline S26

Descaler to remove encrustations in tap
water installations and heat exchangers

2-25%

MIN. 30 minutes with
flushing pump

room temperature
up to max. 45°C.

Mayline R13

Descaler to remove encrustations in heating
installations and heat exchangers

1-50 %

MIN. 30 minutes with
flushing pump

room temperature
up to max. 45°C.

Mayline PULIBOILER

Highly concentrated acid to remove encrustations in heat exchangers

1-10 %

MIN. 30 minutes with
flushing pump

room temperature
up to max. 45°C.

Mayline NEUTRO

Neutralizing liquid to neutralize the circuits
treated with descalers or acids

5%

about 20 minutes

-

Mayline DISOFORTE

Highly efficient cleaner for shower or sink
drains, removes blockages of hair, soap scum,

250-500 ml
pure

about 5 minutes

-

CLEANERS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

Dosage

Usage time

Usage temperature

Mayline NOVORISAN

Cleaner for new heating installations (in high
or low temperature) or thermic solar systems

1%

2-4 hrs with flushing pump room temperature
2-4 hours with boiler pump up to MAX. 65°C.

Mayline SOLAR

Concentrated cleaner for removing degraded
heat transfer fluids, sludge and blockages

10-20 %

1-4 hrs with flushing pump

room temperature
up to MAX. 65°C.

PROTECTIVES FOR HEATING SYSTEMS

Dosage

dosage check every

Molibdenum value**

Mayline K32

Protective liquid with molybdenum based corrosion inhibitors for heating circuits with radiators

0,5-1%*

12 months

> 140mg/l

Mayline SBA

Protective liquid with molybdenum based corrosion
inhibitors and bio-blocker for floor heating systems

1%

12 months

> 80mg/l

Mayline PROTEC

Protective liquid with fosfate -molybdenum corrosion inhibitors for heating circuits with radiators

1%

12 months

> 140mg/l

Mayline AR

Protective additive to reduce the noise in
heating circuits with aluminum radiators

1%

12 months

-

SELF-SEALING LIQUIDS

SPECIAL SEALANTS

Mayline 5

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 5 litres

Mayline GASTOP

Self-sealing liquid for repair leakes in screw
connections in natural gas conduits

Mayline 15

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 15 litres

Mayline SC

Self-sealing liquid for drain pipes

Mayline 15L (elastic)

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 15 litres

Mayline E50

Self-sealing liquid for terracies, basins or
conduits in concrete

Mayline 35

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with dailyleaks up to 35 litres

Mayline Nastro Fusion

Self-amalgamating silicone tape for quick
repairing and sealing on pipes

Mayline 35L (elastic)

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 35 litres

Mayline 150

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 150 litres

Mayline 250

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 250 litres

Mayline 400

Self-sealing liquid for heating inst. with daily leaks
up to 400 litres (MAX. for wall mounted boiler)

Mayline 1000

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 1000 litres

Mayline FS

Inhibited NON-TOXIC propylene glycol based
antifreeze for solar- and geothermal systems

Mayline 2500

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 2500 litres

Mayline FSR

Inhibited diethylene glycol based antifreeze
for cooling and heating systems

Mayline F

Self-sealing liquid for solar heating systems
with daily leaks up to 15 litres

Mayline XS

Inhibited ethylene glycol based antifreeze for
cooling and heating systems

Mayline PROTSAN

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations
with daily leaks up to 10 litres

Mayline FSP15

Inhibited NON-TOXIC ready-to-use propylene
glycol based heat transfer fluid at -15°C.

Mayline AP10L (elastic)

Self-sealing elastic liquid for tap water installations with daily leaks up to 10 litres

Mayline FSP25

Inhibited NON-TOXIC ready-to-use propylene
glycol based heat transfer fluid at -25°C.

Mayline AP20

Self-sealing liquid for tap water installations
with daily leaks up to 20 litres

Mayline POOL

Self-sealing liquid for swimming pools for
daily leaks up to about 24cm of level

ANTIFREEZE AGENTS

MAINTENANCE

Mayline PVS

Mayline R99

Sanitizing cleaner for air conditioning, finned
coils, fan coils and washable filters

SPECIAL CLEANER

Mayline Caltec Plus

High concentrated special cleaner for surfaces of
photovoltaic- and thermal solar panels,
dilution: 1% up to MAX. 2%

Cleaner to remove residues of combustion on
the heat exchanger in condensing boilers

Mayline DETERDOL

Detergent for cleaning and degreasing the
surfaces after maintenance
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SYMBOLES LEGEND
DESCRIPTION
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Self-sealing liquid for heating
installations with radiators

Descaler for removing encrustations in
heating installations and heat exchangers

Self-sealing liquid for floor heating
systems

Concentrated acid for removing encrustations in heat exchangers

Self-sealing liquid for thermal solar
systems

Neutralizing liquid for circuits treated
with descalers or acids

Self-sealing liquid for drinking water and
tap water installations

Drain cleaner

Self-sealing liquid for drain water pipes

Protective liquid with corrosion inhibitors and
bio oxidant for floor heating systems

Self-sealing liquid for swimming pools

Protective liquid with corrosion inhibitors for
heating circuits with radiators

Sealing tape for visible leaks

Protective additive to noise reduction in
heating circuits

Self-sealing liquid for terracies, basins or
conduits in concrete

Inhibited antifreeze agents or inhibited
heat transfer fluid

Self-sealing liquid for leakes in screw
connections in natural gas conduits.

Inhibited antifreeze agent for heating
systems

Cleaner for heating installations with
radiators

Inhibited heat transfer fluid for solar thermal installations

Cleaner for floor heating installations

Inhibited heat transfer fluid for geothermal
installations

Cleaner for surfaces of photovoltaic- and
thermal solar panels

Sanitizing cleaner for air conditioning

Cleaner for removing degraded heat
transfer fluids and antifreeze agents

Cleaning after maintenance

Descaler for tap water installations and
heat exchangers

Possibility of product recovery for reuse

SEALANTS

Self-sealing liquid for heating systems
with leakage up to 5l/daily
Mayline 5

Self-sealing liquid for solar heating systems
with leakage up to 15l/day
Mayline F
Self-sealing liquid for tap water installations
with leakage up to 10l/day
Mayline AP10L
with leakage up to 20l/day
Mayline AP20

Self-sealing liquid for drain pipes
daily leakage up to 70% of the total content

Mayline SC

Self-sealing liquid for leakes in screw connections
in natural gas conduits.
Mayline GASTOP
Elastic self-sealing and protective (inhibitor) liquid
for heating installations
with leakage up to 10l/day
Mayline PROTSAN

with leakage up to 15l/daily

Mayline 15

with leakage up to 35l/daily

Mayline 35

with leakage up to 150l/daily

Mayline 150

with leakage up to 250l/daily

Mayline 250

with leakage up to 400l/daily

Mayline 400

with leakage up to 1000l/daily

Mayline 1000

with leakage up to 2500l/daily

Mayline 2500

Sealing tape for visibile leaks

Mayline Nastro Fusion

Self-sealing liquid for swimming pools
for leaks up to aprox. 24 cm of level per day Mayline POOL
Self-sealing liquid for terracies, basins or conduits in concrete
Mayline E50

Elastic self-sealing liquid
for heating installations
with leakage up to 15l/day
with leakage up to 35l/day

Mayline 15L
Mayline 35L
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MAYLINE5
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage
of up to 5 litres
Mayline 5 seals leaks of up to 5 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid is
based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the outside.
Mayline 5 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is suitable for
all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The product can
even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY5
1/MY5

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
Re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The
pH value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 5 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 5 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 5 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINE15
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage
of up to 15 litres
Mayline 15 seals leaks of up to 15 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid
is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the outside. Mayline 15 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is suitable
for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The product
can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY15
1/MY15

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The pH
value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 15 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 15 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 LITRES OF MAYLINE 5 FOR EVERY 100 LITRES OF WATER). THE DOSE IS SUFFICIENT ONCE A PH VALUE OF
10.5 TO 11 HAS BEEN OBTAINED. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED..

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINE15L
ELASTIC SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Elastic self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage
of up to 15 litres
Mayline 15L seals leaks of up to 15 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 15L only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product provides the seal with a certain elasticity. The product can even
be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY15L
1/MY15L

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. The Mayline 15L may be left
inside the system, but if a protective agent with inhibitors is used, than the self sealing liquid solution must be removed. If necessary, drain
the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 15L can be mixed with glycols and antifreezes but NOT with other chemical products. The
self-sealing liquid may be left inside the system, but if a protective agent with inhibitors is used, than the self sealing liquid solution must
be removed.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 15L for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINE35
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 35 litres
Mayline 35 seals leaks of up to 35 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid
is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the outside. Mayline 35 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is suitable
for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The product
can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY35
1/MY35

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The pH
value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 35 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 35 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 35 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINE35L
ELASTIC SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Elastic self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage
of up to 35 litres
Mayline 35L seals leaks of up to 35 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 35L only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product provides the seal with a certain elasticity. The product can
even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY35L
1/MY35L

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. The Mayline35L may be left
inside the system, but if a protective agent with inhibitors is used, than the self sealing liquid solution must be removed. If necessary, drain
the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 35L can be mixed with glycols and antifreezes but NOT with other chemical products. The
self-sealing liquid may be left inside the system, but if a protective agent with inhibitors is used, than the self sealing liquid solution must
be removed.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 35L for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINE150
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 150 litres
Mayline 150 seals leaks of up to 150 litres per day. The self-sealing
liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 150 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for of materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY150
1/MY150

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The pH
value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 150 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 150 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 150 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINE250
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 250 litres
Mayline 250 seals leaks of up to 250 litres per day. The self-sealing
liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 250 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY250
1/MY250

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The pH
value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 250 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 250 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 250 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINE400
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 400 litres
Mayline 400 seals leaks of up to 400 litres per day. The self-sealing
liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 400 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY400
1/MY400

AUTOSIGILLANTE MASSIMO
UTILIZZABILE SU CALDAIA MURALE

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

!

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters
and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the
re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point. The pH
value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline 400 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for a maximum
of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 400 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 400 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINE1000
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 1000 litres
Mayline 1000 seals leaks of up to 1000 litres per day. The self-sealing
liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 1000 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY1000
1/MY1000

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the
filters and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed
the re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed
the re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point.
The pH value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the
sealing process has been completed, the Mayline 1000 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for
a maximum of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 1000 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 1000 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINE2500
SELF-SEALING LIQUID

Self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage of up
to 2500 litres
Mayline 2500 seals leaks of up to 2500 litres per day. The self-sealing
liquid is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the
outside. Mayline 2500 only functions in the presence of oxygen and is
suitable for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The
product can even be used in open expansion tank systems.

code
5/MY2500
1/MY2500

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the daily leakage. Quantify the system’s contents. Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the
filters and screens. Adjust the boiler’s maximum temperature and pressure. Open all radiator valves and mixing valves completely. Bleed
the re-circulation pumps well and leave them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed
the re-circulation pumps again. Use the pH strips on the container to check the pH value at the system’s highest or most distance point.
The pH value must be between 10.5 and 11. The system must remain in function for at least 7 hours at maximum temperature. After the
sealing process has been completed, the Mayline 2500 must be removed from the system. The product may remain inside the system for
a maximum of 30 days. If necessary, drain the system’s water to eliminate any eventual residues.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline 2500 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline 2500 for every 100 litres of water). The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 10.5 to 11 has
been obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1-2%

Application time Minimum 7 hours with high temperature of at least 5 degrees Celsius and high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared
to the normal operating pressure.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 10.5-11 to verify the correct dosage.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEF

SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS

Elastic self-sealing liquid for heating installations with daily leakage
of up to 15 litres
Mayline F seals leaks of up to 15 litres per day. The self-sealing liquid
is based on the principle of providing a mechanical seal from the outside. Mayline F only functions in the presence of oxygen and is suitable
for all materials currently in use (synthetic and metallic). The product
provides the seal with a certain elasticity and fully compatible with
glycols. The sealing is done in ca. 14 days.

code
5/MYF
1/MYF

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Quantify the system’s contents. Clean the system with Mayline Solar before.
Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid! Remove or bypass all the filters and screens. Bleed the re-circulation pumps well and leave
them in function. Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of self-sealing liquid. Bleed the re-circulationpumps again. The system must remain in function for at least 4 hours at maximum temperature. The Mayline F may be left inside the system.
The sealing is done in ca. 14 days.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline F can be mixed with glycols and antifreezes but NOT with other chemical products. The
self-sealing liquid may be left inside the system.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline F for every 100 litres of water/glycol mix).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.
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5 years

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

1-2%

MAYLINEPROTSAN
SELF-SEALING AND PROTECTIVE LIQUID

Self-sealing and protective liquid for heating installations with daily
leakage of up to 10 litres
Mayline PROTSAN is a protective sealant liquid which protects iron,
steel, copper and aluminium heating components against corrosion,
above all in floor heating systems made from synthetic materials with
oxygen diffusion problems, by creating a protective film on metallic
pipes and parts.
Mayline PROTSAN seals also leakages of up to 10 litres daily and these
product is highly recommended for older heatig installations with leak
problems.

code
5/MYPROTSAN
1/MYPROTSAN

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Clean the heating installation, using a cleaner like as Mayline HR., HRplus, CP, CP-L for heating installations with radiators or Mayline Sb for
floor heating installations. Verify or calculate the water content of the system to be sealed. Fill in the heating system halfway with water.
Use a loading pump to insert the necessary amount of protective self-sealing liquid Mayline PROTSAN. Fill in the system with water, bleed
it well and turn on the pumps to start the water circulating. Fill in the system again with water and protective liquid.
If there are present leakages in the heating installation, remove or bypass all the filters and screens and then adjust the boiler’s maximum
temperature at least 5 degrees Celsius and a high pressure of at least 0.7 bar compared to the normal operating pressure. Open all radiator
valves and mixing valves completely.
Bleed the pumps well after inserting the liquid and bleed it well again and leave them in function. The system must remain in function for
at least 7 hours in this condition.
After the sealing to adjust again the normally operating temperature and pressure.
The Mayline PROTSAN must be left inside the system as protective agent.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline PROTSAN can be mixed with glycols and antifreezes but NOT with other chemical products.
The product MUST be left inside the system.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-2% (1-2 litres of Mayline PROTSAN for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

1-2%
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MAYLINEAP10L
SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR TAP WATER INSTALLATIONS

Self-sealing elastic liquid for tap water installations with daily leakage of up to 10 litres
Mayline AP10L is a liquid which eliminates leaks in tap water installations of up to 10 L per day and is suitable for use with all of material
currently in use, even plastic, certified for use with drinking water.
The product can be used to seal leaks due to corrosion, cracks and
defective soldering in galvanised, copper, steel and synthetic pipes.
Mayline AP10L is long lasting and resistant to deterioration. Mayline
AP10L can be used in the food sector.

code
5/MYAP10L
1/MYAP10L

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Mayline AP10L self-sealing liquid contains selective cellulose fibres which are deposited over the leak, thereby providing a filtering effect that
reduces the flow. This allows the chemical elements crystallize externally and harden definitively over time.
1. Preliminary phase
Close off and empty the defective line. Collect the water and measure it to determine the necessary amount of product. Close of the valves
beneath the wash basin, remove the tap and seal off with a stopper. Perlators, screens, filters and counters must be removed. Seal off the
access tubes for any dishwashers and washing machines. Rinse the system out well and remove any calcium deposits using Mayline S26 liquid
descaler.
2. Operative phase
Pressurize the circuit to be sealed with AP10L to about 5 – 7 bar using a loading pump. The Mayline AP10L must come out of the leak in order
to crystallize inside the line. In the case of particularly humid environments, Mayline AP10L requires at least 24 hours under hot conditions to
set. At room temperature, this time must be extended to 2 or 3 days. In the case of pipes with tight external coverings which do not allow air
to pass, sealing is not always possible (ex. a covered copper pipe with a leak where the covering is glued). After the sealing process the product
has to be collected, all working tools has to be cleaned accurately. The product can be reused many times.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline AP10L can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. After the sealing process has been completed, the Mayline AP10L must be immediately removed from the system. The recovered product can be reused
various times. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
5 years

DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

Application time Minimum 24 hours with pressure at least 2 bar higher than the normal operating pressure
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEAP20

SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR TAP WATER INSTALLATIONS

Self-sealing liquid for tap water installations with daily leakage of
up to 20 litres
Mayline AP20 is a liquid which eliminates leaks in tap water installations of up to 20 L per day and is suitable for use with all of material
currently in use, even plastic, certified for use with drinking water.
The product can be used to seal leaks due to corrosion, cracks and
defective soldering in galvanised, copper, steel and synthetic pipes.
Mayline AP20 is long lasting and resistant to deterioration. Mayline
AP20 can be used in the food sector.

code
5/MYAP20
1/MYAP20

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Mayline AP20 self-sealing liquid contains selective cellulose fibres which are deposited over the leak, thereby providing a filtering effect
that reduces the flow. This allows the chemical elements crystallize externally and harden definitively over time.
1. Preliminary phase
Close off and empty the defective line. Collect the water and measure it to determine the necessary amount of product. Close of the valves
beneath the wash basin, remove the tap and seal off with a stopper. Perlators, screens, filters and counters must be removed. Seal off the
access tubes for any dishwashers and washing machines. Rinse the system out well and remove any calcium deposits using Mayline S26
liquid descaler.
2. Operative phase
Pressurize the circuit to be sealed with AP20 to about 5 – 7 bar using a loading pump. The Mayline AP20 must come out of the leak in order
to crystallize inside the line. In the case of particularly humid environments, Mayline AP20 requires at least 24 hours under hot conditions
to set. At room temperature, this time must be extended to 2 or 3 days. In the case of pipes with tight external coverings which do not allow
air to pass, sealing is not always possible (ex. a covered copper pipe with a leak where the covering is glued). After the sealing process the
product has to be collected, all working tools has to be cleaned accurately. The product can be reused many times.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline AP20 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. After the sealing
process has been completed, the Mayline AP20 must be immediately removed from the system. The recovered product can be reused
various times. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

5 years

Application time Minimum 24 hours with pressure at least 2 bar higher than the normal operating pressure

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINESC

SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR DRAIN WATER PIPES

Self-sealing liquid for drain water pipes
Mayline SC eliminates leaks in drain water lines. The product can be
used to seal leaks in pipes and joints made from all types of materials,
such as plastic, cast iron, stoneware, etc. Mayline SC crystallizes upon
contact with the external air, thereby creating a mechanical seal for the
leak. The seal is long lasting and resistant to deterioration.

code
5/MYSC
1/MYSC

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
It is recommended to wash any greasy residues from the pipes carefully before performing the sealing operation. Close off the pipe after
the leakage with a shut-off bladder, inflate it up and then fill the defective line with the mixture of water and self-sealing liquid. Let the
product stand for minimum 24 up to 96 hours, based on the humidity conditions and the size of the leak. Check the air tightness of the
system and reactivate it. Use only high quality shut off bladders for the closure operation.
After the sealing operation rinse well the drain pipe with tap water.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline SC can NOT be mixedwith glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The self-sealing
liquid may remain inside the system for a maximum of 30 days. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1-5% (1-5 litres of Mayline SC for every 100 litres ofwater) The dose is sufficient once a pH value of 11 to12 has been
obtained. ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.
Code
MY/P3150
MY/P5080
MY/P75100
MY/P100150
MY/P125200

Shut-off bladders
Shut-off bladders for closing the drain pipe.

5 years

1 pcs. with Ø
31 - 50 mm
50 - 80 mm
75 - 100 mm
100 - 150 mm
125 - 200mm

Application time Insert the self-sealing solution into the drain pipe and leave it for at least 48 hours, top up if necessary.
Check After inserting the product, check if the pH is between 11-12 to verify the correct dosage.
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2-5%

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEPOOL
SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR POOLS

Self-sealing liquid for swimming pools
Mayline POOL self-sealing liquid eliminates water leaks in pools of almost any size, sealing both pipes and joints. The product is suitable for
use with all common materials, such as plastic, PVC, metal, concrete
and others.
The potential of sealing with Mayline POOL are a lost of MAX. 24cm of
level in 24 hours, no matter how much water content it has.

code
5/MYPOOL
10/MYPOOL

package
5 l canister
10 l canister

Instructions for use
If the swimming pools contain oily substances must be carefully cleaned before using Mayline POOL self sealing liquid. Verify the water
content in litres of the swimming pool to be sealed. Remove the swimming pool’s filters and insert the product. Insert reciprocating pumps
into the swimming pool and allow the product to circulate for about two days. Reinstall the filters and activate the pool’s pump to removes
any fibres that are still in circulation. Wash the pools filters three times at 2 hour intervals. It is recommended to NOT use the swimming
pool during the sealing phase. The pool does not have to be emptied once the sealing process has been completed.

Important note
It is recommended to NOT use the swimming pool during the sealing phase. The pool does not have to be emptied once the sealing process
has been completed.
Sealing of salt water pools is not possible.
ATTENTION: Sealing is not GUARANTEED if there are moving lateral wall structures or if the foundation slab are too weak!
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
0.1% (1 litre of Mayline POOL for every 100 litres of water contained in the swimming pool). Increase the concentration in the case of large leaks.

5 years

0,1 %

Application time Circulate the self-sealing solution with immersion pumps (1 pump every 35-40 m3 of water) for at least 48 hours.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINENASTRO FUSION
SELF-AMALGAMATING SILICONE TAPE

Mayline NASTRO FUSION is a self-sealing silicone-based tape
for repairing heating and plumbing systems and air hoses. Withstands temperatures from -70 °C up to +270 °C.
Mayline NASTRO FUSION is a solvent-free, silicone-based sealant designed specifically for visible applications. Mayline NASTRO FUSION is
perfect for a wide range of uses, sealing water leaks on visible tubes
and, above all, wherever other sealing methods cannot be employed.
Thanks to its new composition, Mayline NASTRO FUSION is capable of
sealing any material, including air hoses and tap water plumbing components, eliminating leaks in just a few seconds time.
Mayline NASTRO FUSION is capable of withstanding temperatures of
up to + 270 °C and pressure levels of up to 9 bar, and can even be used
in the presence of moisture. Mayline NASTRO FUSION is resistant to
acids, solvents, fuels, seawater and even UV rays.
code
4/MYNFUS

package
4 rolls of 3 mt /
tape width 25 mm

Instructions for use
Clean the surface around the leak to be sealed, then cut off a sufficient length of Mayline NASTRO FUSION to be wrapped several times
around the leak. Remove and discard the transparent film.
Mayline NASTRO FUSION is double-sided. Holding one end in position, wind the tape completely around the object, so that initial end
is covered. Maintain a constant path as you continue winding the tape, making sure that each new wrap overlaps the previous one. The
various layers will fuse together after a few minutes.
When applying Mayline NASTRO FUSION to materials under pressure, such as radiators, garden hoses or air hoses, pull the tape as tight as
possible and apply it in several layers.
The application of various layers will render the repair of the pressurized material more durable and resistant.

Important note
The surface to be sealed must be free of any oily substances.

Shelf life
Closed package 12 months, open package 6 months

12 months

Application time After winding the Fusion Tape, wait for at least 5 minutes to ensure maximum hold.
Check Before applying the product, thoroughly clean the surfaces on which you intend to apply it, and make sure if they are free of oily
substances.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEE50
RESINA SIGILLANTE

Self-sealing liquid for terracies, basins or conduits in concrete
Mayline E50 is a self-sealing liquid which eliminates leaks on balconies, terraces, tubs and tanks and stabilizes drain joints. The product
seals all commonly used materials, such as concrete. Containers with
oily substances must be cleaned carefully before sealing with the
Mayline E50. The self-sealing liquid contains selective cellulose fibres
which are deposited over the leak, providing a fltering effect that reduces the flow.

code
5/MYE50
1/MYE50

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Fill the object to be sealed (balcony, terrace, etc.) with water before performing the sealing operation (create a basin). Add the necessary
amount of Mayline E50. Use a pump to circulate the water (a submerged pump, for example).
Oily or greasy containers must be cleaned/degreased carefully before performing the sealing operation, otherwise the Mayline E50 may
not adhere properly. The product must remain in the basin for 2 - 3 days. Once the sealing procedure has been completed, the basin must
be emptied completely and washed immediately with water. Any films which have formed on the tiles or other ceramic parts must be removed using a rubber scraper. Heat accelerates the sealing process.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline E50 can NOT be mixed with glycols, antifreezes or other chemical products. The product
must be removed 2 - 3 days after application. Once the sealing process has been completed, clean all tiles or other ceramic parts carefully.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
0.5% (1 litre of Mayline E50 for every 200 litres of water).
INCREASE THE CONCENTRATION IN THE CASE OF LARGER LEAKS.

5 years

0,5 %

Application time Circulate the self-sealing solution with immersion pumps (1 pump every 15-20 m3 of water) for at least 48-72 hours.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEGASTOP

SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR SCREW CONNECTIONS IN GAS PIPES

Self-sealing liquid for screw connections in gas pipes systems in
compliance with the norm EN 11137-1
Mayline Gastop is a liquid used for the secondary sealing of screw connections on gas installations, system certified for single application –
according to UNI EN 13090. Mayline Gastop is a mixture of solvents
and synthetic materials. The product is suitable for sealing of thread
leakage. The application must be performed in accordance with UNI EN
11137-1 for the secondary sealing of gas utility pipes. Mayline Gastop
only requires a single application.

code
10/MYGAST
20/MYGAST

package
10 kg canister
20 kg canister

Instructions for use
1. PIPE INSPECTION
Uninstall the counter and the gas device. Install stoppers on the ends of all the lines. Even the blind pipe plugs which are still under pressure must be uninstalled and replaced with a stopper. Do not over-tighten the fittings.
2. LEAK INSPECTION IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT LEGISLATION
European law requires for gas installations to be free of leaks and the inspection methods are provided in the relative regulations. A digital
manometer can be used for the inspection.
3. PRESSURE CHECK
In order to check the pressure, the gas installation must be pressurised to 3 bar for about 3 - 5 minutes. This helps to identify any eventual
damage due to unseen corrosion while preventing significant quantities of sealant from leaking out while the pressurised pipe is being
filled.
4. SYSTEM CLEANING
In order to remove any eventual dust, rust or other deposits from the gas pipes, a braided drainage hose must be connected near the counter, at the lowest point of the system, and fed into a collection filter, preferably outdoors.
The lines must be cleaned out using nitrogen (or compressed air), blowing from all of the ends until the system is completely purged and
no more dust or fil comes out.
5. FILLING WITH SELF SEALING LIQUID
The line must be filled from the lowermost point towards the uppermost. The Gastop certified membrane pump tool, with nitrogen and
compressed air functionality, must be used to fill the line (make sure that enough Mayline Gastop self-sealing liquid is available).
The gas circuit must be carefully bled, starting at the lowermost point, with the stoppers installed in place of the counter, or rather the point
nearest to the gas supply point, and moving towards the uppermost or most distant point in the system.
Once filling has been completed, bring the system to a pressure of 3 bar, plus 1 bar for every 10 metres in height of the line to be sealed
(pressure of 3 bar at the uppermost point), in order to compress the sealant into the threaded joints. For optimal sealing results, be sure
to use exclusively Gastop certified instrumentation. In order to maintain a constant pressure during the 2 hours required for the sealant
to set, a 1 or 2 litre volume nitrogen cushion must be installed at the uppermost point of the system in order to allow for the possibility of
expansion (maximum 3 bar).
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Dati di sicurezza

Smaltimento

In caso di contatto con gli occhi lavare bene con acqua e consultare un medico. In caso
di contatto con la pelle lavare bene con acqua. Portare guanti e occhiali di protezione. Rimuovere immediatamente con acqua da oggetti come piastrelle, pavimenti, lavandini, ecc.
Conservare fuori dalla portata dei bambini.

Smaltire nel rispetto delle norme locali, consultare la scheda di sicurezza.

MAYLINEGASTOP

SELF-SEALING LIQUID FOR SCREW CONNECTIONS IN GAS PIPES

6. EMPTYING THE SELF-SEALING LIQUID
Slowly release the pressure in the line. Empty the line from the lowermost stopper, by opening the appropriate valves, and collect the
liquid. Blow the self-sealing liquid out of the pipe with nitrogen or com pressed air, starting from the uppermost point and working towards
the lowermost point. Repeat the operation for all of the joints: all of the points of the line must be cleaned.
7. INSERTING OF MOLCH BALLS
Once no more sealant comes out, special MOLCH balls must be inserted into the lines. The diameter of the balls must be at least 10%
greater than the largest diameter of the line (max. twice the diameter). The molch balls must be inserted into the terminal points of the gas
lines and blown into the lines using nitrogen or compressed air; in this manner, the molch balls push the sealant ahead of them, moving
it towards the recovery container. The procedure must be repeated at least two times in order to remove all of the remaining product. The
procedure may have to be repeated various times based on the actual necessities. The recovered product can be reused various times.
Dirty product can be cleaned using a filter.
8. DRYING
The drying procedure is performed using the Mayline Gastop “blower” instrument. Connect the discharge terminals to the ½” tubes, place
them in buckets so as not to dirty the floor and proceed with the drying procedure. Install the blower so that it is unhindered, with no obstacles blocking its suction lines. In the event of loss of power, check the filter. Use the air to dry the system, then check the air tightness of
the system according to the current legal standards. The system must be free of leaks and no putties or other means must be used to seal it.
9. TESTING THE GAS PIPES SYSTEM
After the testing has been completed, the system can be re-commissioned according to the current standards.

Important note
Shake the container well before use. Mayline Gastop can NOT be mixed with other chemical products. Once the sealing process has been
completed, the Mayline Gastop self-sealing liquid must be immediately removed from the system. The recovered product can be reused
various times.

Mixing proportions
2 years

DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

Application time Insert the product at 3 bar at least 2 hours, add 1 bar for every 10 meters of height of the pipe system.
Dry the system for at least 1 hour after passing the molch balls.

Visit our website www.maychem.it and watch the technical video on the application of MAYLINE GASTOP
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SYSTEMCARE
FOR A CLEAN AND PROTECTED HEATING SYSTEM

To guarantee a targeted treatment on heating systems we offer the followings KIT’s CLEAN & PROTECT:

Mayline SB + Mayline SBA

Mayline HR + Mayline K32

Mayline SB
Liquid cleaner for removing sludge with bio
oxidant additive for low temperature heating
systems (floor heating and radiant panels), dilution 1%, 4 hours with boiler pump with. MAX
temperature 40°C or 5 hours with external
flushing pump (room temperature). For further
technical details see page 37.

Mayline HR
Cleaner with inhibitors for restoring heating
installations with radiators, dilution 0,5% for
low muddy circuits, 1% for muddy circuits,
application time from 2 to 4 days with boiler
pump with. MAX temperature 50°C. For further
technical details see page 34.

Mayline SBA
Protector with inhibitors and bio-blocker additive as “Triple formulation” for low temperature
heating systems, dilution 1%, protector-check
every 12 months.
For further technical details see page 47.

Mayline K32
Long term protector with molybdenum based
corrosion inhibitors for heating installations
with radiators, dilution 0,5% for new heating
circuits, 1% for cleaned heating circuits, protector-check every 12 months.
For further technical details see page 46.

code
KIT_SB/SBA

package
1 Kit (2 bottles of 1l)

code
KIT_HR/K32

Mayline HR plus + Mayline K32
Mayline HR plus
Cleaner with inhibitors for restoring heating
installations with radiators, dilution 1%, application time from 3 to 4 hours with external
flushing pump (room temperature), for heavily
muddy heating circuits extend the flushing
time for further 2 or 3 hours.
For further technical details see page 33.
Mayline K32
Long term protector with molybdenum based
corrosion inhibitors for heating installations
with radiators, dilution 0,5% for new heating
circuits, 1% for cleaned heating circuits, protector-check every 12 months.
For further technical details see page 46.
code
KIT_HRP/K32

package
1 Kit (2 bottles of 1l)

Mayline DEFMAG
Magnetic dirt and sludge separator for heating installations up to 35kW
•
•
•
•
•

Helical flux technology with a 12,000 Gauss neodymium magnet
Removes both magnetic and non-magnetic debris
Non-stick filter in the flow direction to ensure the decantation of non-magnetic impurities
Includes rinse valve to an easy clean up by an drain valve
Easy positioning, mounting on both horizontal and vertical pipes
by means of an adjustable ring nut
• Vertical installation or inclined mounting up to 45°

code
MY/DEFMAG
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package
1 pcs

package
1 Kit (2 bottles of 1l)

CLEANERS AND PROTECTORS

Specific cleaner for solar systems or glycol treated systems
Mayline SOLAR

Descaler for removing encrustations in heating installations
Mayline R13

High concentrated special cleaner for surfaces of

Descaler for removing encrustations in tap water installations
Mayline S26

photovoltaic- and thermal solar panels
Mayline PVS
Inhibited acid for cleaning heat exchangers (water sided)
Mayline PULIBOILER
Cleaner for residues of combustion on heat exchangers
Mayline Caltec plus
Cleaner for new heating installations
(in high or low temperature) or thermic solar systems
Mayline Novorisan
Sanitizing cleaner for air conditioning, finned coils, etc.
Mayline R99
Cleaner for floor heating installations
Mayline SB, to use with the boiler pump for 4 hours, max. 40° C,
or with an external washing pump for 5 hours (room temperature)
Protective liquid with molybdenum based corrosion
inhibitors and bio-blocker for floor heating systems
Mayline SBA, Protector with “Triple formulation” inhibitors to protect from corrosion, incrustation and biological growths

Highly efficient cleaner for shower or sink drains
Mayline DISOFORTE
Cleaners for heating installations with radiators
Mayline HR Plus, to use with an external flushing pump for 3 hours
Mayline HR, to use with the boiler- or system pump from 2 to 4
days, max. temperature 50°C
Mayline CP, with neutral pH “7”, to use with the boiler- or system
pump from 8 to 10 days, max. temperature 70°C
Mayline CPL, with neutral pH “7”, to use with the boiler- or system
pump from 30 to 90 days, max. temperature 70°C
Protective liquids with inhibitors for heating circuits
with radiators
Mayline K32, Long term protector with molybdenum based inhibitors to protect against corrosion and incrustation
Mayline Protec, Protector with fosfate -molybdenum corrosion
inhibitors to protect against corrosion
Special protective liquid with self sealing effect
Mayline Protsan, Protector to protect against corrosion and incrustation with self-sealing effect up to 10 litres daily (see page 21)
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MAYLINENOVORISAN
CLEANER FOR NEW SYSTEMS

Cleaner for new heating installations
(in high or low temperature) or thermic solar systems
Cleaner to applicate in new heating systems for high or low temperature, or in thermal solar systems, to use with system pumps or
with external pump (if practicable). The product has dissolving properties for processing residues and is able to neutralize and pick
up any presence of oily substances or abrasions resulting from the
production phase of the individual components presents in a new
system.
Suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper, black iron,
aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.

code
5/MYNORI
1/MYNORI

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Before cleaning, empty the system and fill in with clean water. All valves in the circuit must be fully opened. Insert Mayline NOVORISAN at
1% and turn on the pumps to obtain an optimal mixing. The action time varies from 2 (small system) to 4 hours (large system) with a flow
temperature that must not exceed 65° C, or in room temperature if the product is used with an external flushing pump. Use the same application time if the cleaning process is performed with an external flushing pump. At the end of the cleaning operation, completely empty
the heating system and rinse the system thoroughly with clear water. For protecting the new system insert a correct water treatment for
the type of system such as Mayline K32, Mayline SBA, Mayline Protec etc. and install a combined dirt separator preferably with a magnet
of at least 10.000 Gauss.

Important note
Do not exceed the flow temperature of 65 ° C. The heating system must be free from any additional substances and filled with the clear
water. Follow the instructions carefully. Mayline NOVORISAN must be removed from the system after cleaning, empty the system and rinse
thoroughly with the clear water after cleaning. Mayline NOVORISAN cannot be mixed with other chemical products.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions
1% (1 litre of Mayline Novorisan for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Application time From 2 to 4 hours with external pump or with the boiler / system pump, check and ensure that all valves are fully
opened.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 1,200µS/cm
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEHR PLUS
QUICK-ACTING CLEANER FOR SYSTEMS WITH RADIATORS

Quick-acting cleaner for heating installations with radiators in 3 hrs
Mayline HR plus is a cleaner with inhibitors for heating systems, to
use with external pump for frees the circuits and radiators of lime
scale deposits, rust and sludge sediments, thereby to restore the
full heating efficiency. The product can be use only with external
flushing pump, for cleaning existed systems with mud problems and
for restoring the energetic heating efficiency to older systems.
Mayline HR is suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper,
black iron, aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.

code
5/MYHRp
1/MYHRp

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Before performing the cleaning operations, drain and rinse the sludge from the system and replace it with clean water. Connect the flushing pump to the heating circuit. Add Mayline HR plus with a concentration of 1 litre for every 100 litres of heating water. Clean with an
external flushing pump for 3 hours, closing all the radiator valves, and clean by opening every single radiator for approx. 15-20 minutes for
a individual cleaning of every radiator, starting to clean the furthest radiator. FOR VERY SLUDGY SYSTEMS EXTEND THE APPLICATION TIME
(!) to ensure an adequate cleaning, if it is necessary also renew the cleaning solution. At the end, clean the entire system by opening all
the radiator valves for a further 60 minutes. AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE THE SYSTEM WELL
WITH CLEAN WATER.
For protecting the cleaned system insert a correct water treatment for the type of system such as Mayline K32, Mayline Protec etc. and
install a combined dirt separator preferably with a magnet of at least 10.000 Gauss.

Important note
The heating system must be free of any additional substance (anti-freeze, self-sealing liquids, film-forming, inhibitors, protectives etc. Professional flushing pumps must be used to ensure an adequate cleaning. FOR VERY SLUDGY SYSTEMS EXTEND THE APPLICATION TIME! To
ensure an adequate cleaning, if it is necessary also renew the cleaning solution. Mayline HR plus can NOT be mixed with other chemicals.
AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE THE SYSTEM WELL WITH CLEAN WATER.
After the cleaning process insert a protector for water treatment.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions
1% (1 litre of Mayline HR Plus for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Application time 3 hours with an external pump, make sure that the cleaning solution circulates on each individual radiator for at least
20 minutes. FOR VERY SLUDGY SYSTEMS EXTEND THE APPLICATION TIME! If it is necessary also renew the cleaning solution.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 700µS/cm

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEHR
CLEANER FOR SYSTEMS WITH RADIATORS

Cleaner for heating installations with radiators
Mayline HR is a cleaner with inhibitors for heating systems, to use with
the boiler pump or the systems pumps (central heating systems) for
frees the circuits and radiators of lime scale deposits, rust and sludge sediments, thereby to restore the full heating efficiency. Mayline
HR clean existing systems with sludge problems and for restoring the
energetic heating efficiency to older systems.
Mayline HR is suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper,
black iron, aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.

code
5/MYHR
1/MYHR

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Before performing the cleaning operations, drain and rinse the sludge from the system and replace it with the clean water. Add Mayline HR
with a concentration of 0,5% for low dirty circuits, and 1% for sludgy circuits and turn on the pumps to obtain an optimal mixing.
The application time varies from 2 to 4 days with a flow temperature that must not exceed 50° C, or at room temperature if cleaning is not
carried out during a heating season. Make sure that all radiator valves are open and that there are not present blocked valves to ensure an
optimal circulation of the heating cleaner.
AT THE END OF THE CLEANING OPERATION, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN
WATER.
For protecting the cleaned system insert a correct water treatment for the type of system such as Mayline K32, Mayline Protec etc. and
install a combined dirt separator preferably with a magnet of at least 10.000 Gauss.

Important note
Do not exceed the flow temperature of 50° C. The heating system must be free from any additional substance and filled with the clean
water. Mayline HR cannot be mixed with other chemicals. Follow the instructions for use carefully to avoid damage to pumps and valves.
AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER. After
the cleaning procedure, insert a protector for water treatment.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions
0,5% of Mayline HR for low dirty circuits (0,5 litres or every 100 litres of water),
1% of Mayline HR for normal or heavily sludgy circuits (1 litre for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

0,5
1%

Application time From 2 to 4 days with the boiler or system pump, make sure that all the radiator valves are open and not blocked.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 600µS/cm
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINECP
CLEANER FOR SYSTEMS WITH RADIATORS

pH neutral cleaner for heating systems with radiators
application time from 8 to 10 days
Mayline CP is a pH neutral cleaner with inhibitors for heating systems, to use with the boiler pump or the systems pumps (central
heating systems) for frees the circuits and radiators of lime scale
deposits, rust and sludge sediments, thereby to restore the full
heating efficiency. Mayline CP clean existing systems with sludge
problems and for restoring the energetic heating efficiency to older
systems.
Mayline CP is suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper,
black iron, aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.

code
5/MYCP
1/MYCP

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Before performing the cleaning operations, drain and rinse the sludge from the system and replace it with the clean water. Add Mayline CP
with a concentration 1% and turn on the pumps to obtain an optimal mixing.
The application time varies from 8 to 10 days with a flow temperature that must not exceed 70° C, or at room temperature if cleaning is not
carried out during a heating season. Make sure that all radiator valves are open and that there are not present blocked valves to ensure an
optimal circulation of the heating cleaner.
AT THE END OF THE CLEANING OPERATION, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN
WATER.
For protecting the cleaned system insert a correct water treatment for the type of system such as Mayline K32, Mayline Protec etc. and
install a combined dirt separator preferably with a magnet of at least 10.000 Gauss.

Important note
Do not exceed the flow temperature of 70° C. The heating system must be free from any additional substance and filled with the clean
water. Mayline CP cannot be mixed with other chemicals. AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL
THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER. After the cleaning procedure, insert a protector for water treatment.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions

1%

1% (1 litre of Mayline CP for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

Application time From 8 to 10 days with the boiler or system pump, make sure that all the radiator valves are open and not blocked.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 1.100µS/cm

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINECPL
CLEANER FOR SYSTEMS WITH RADIATORS

Long period pH neutral cleaner for heating systems
with radiators
application time from 30 to 90 days
Mayline CPL is a long term pH neutral cleaner with inhibitors for heating systems, to use with the boiler pump or the systems pumps
(central heating systems) for frees the circuits and radiators of lime
scale deposits, rust and sludge sediments, thereby to restore the full
heating efficiency. Mayline CPL clean existing systems with sludge
problems and for restoring the energetic heating efficiency to older
systems. Mayline CPL is also suitable for cleaning new heating systems
in long terms.
Mayline CPL is suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper,
black iron, aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.
code
5/MYCPL
1/MYCPL

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Before performing the cleaning operations, drain and rinse the sludge from the system and replace it with the clean water. Add Mayline CPL
with a concentration 1% and turn on the pumps to obtain an optimal mixing.
The application time varies from 30 to 90 days with a flow temperature that must not exceed 70° C, or at room temperature if cleaning is
not carried out during a heating season. Make sure that all radiator valves are open and that there are not present blocked valves to ensure
an optimal circulation of the heating cleaner.
AT THE END OF THE CLEANING OPERATION, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN
WATER.
For protecting the cleaned system insert a correct water treatment for the type of system such as Mayline K32, Mayline Protec etc. and
install a combined dirt separator preferably with a magnet of at least 10.000 Gauss.

Important note
Do not exceed the flow temperature of 70° C. The heating system must be free from any additional substance and filled with the clean
water. Mayline CPL cannot be mixed with other chemicals. AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS, EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL
THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER. After the cleaning procedure, insert a protector for water treatment.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions
1% (1 litre of Mayline CPL for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Application time From 30 to 90 days with the boiler or system pump, make sure that all the radiator valves are open and not blocked.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 1.000µS/cm
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINESB
CLEANER FOR FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS

Cleaner for radiant heating systems (low temperature systems, floor heating systems, radiant panels etc.)
Mayline SB is a cleaning liquid based on organic compounds of bio-oxidants, which is mainly applied in thermal circuits to remove biological
films and biological growth. The product is intended to use only in
closed circuits and is not applicable in drinking water systems.
Mayline SB is a biodegradable solution to clean low temperature
thermal circuits and to eliminate heat exchange problems caused by
biological sludge and similar bacterial growths.
Mayline SB is suitable for all materials in use such as steel, copper,
black iron, aluminium, synthetic and multilayer composite pipes.

code
5/MYSB
1/MYSB

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for
Before performing the cleaning operations, drain and rinse the sludge from the system and replace it with the clean water. Make sure that
all flow valves are open and that there are not present blocked valves, otherwise they have to be replaced.
Cleaning with boiler pump: Add Mayline SB with a concentration 1% and turn on the pumps to obtain an optimal mixing, ensure that the
flow temperature do not exceed 40° C. For an optimal cleaning, close all the valves and leave open only the furthest circuit and clean it in
circulation for minimum 2 hours, then close it and proceed with the next one in the same manner. After cleaning every single circuit, open
all valves and let it in circulation on the whole heating circuit for 1 hours.
Cleaning with external flushing pump: use the same concentration and manner to clean with the external flushing pump, but use an application time of 2 and a half hours for every single circuit, and of 1 and a half hours for the whole heating circuit .
For very sludgy systems or systems with large water volumes extend the application time! After the cleaning process, empty the heating
system and rinse well the system with the clean water.
For protecting the cleaned system insert a correct water treatment for radiant heating systems such as Mayline SBA.

Important note
Do not exceed the flow temperature of 40° C. The heating system must be free from any additional substance and filled in with the clean water.
Mayline SB can be mixed with Mayline HR, HRplus or Mayline CP if in the same circuit there are the radiators. AFTER THE CLEANING PROCESS,
EMPTY THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RINSE WELL THE SYSTEM THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER. After the cleaning procedure, insert a
protector for water treatment.
Protect the product from frost!

Mixing proportions
1% (1 litre of Mayline SB for every 100 itres of water). ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Application time With boiler pump minimum 2 hours for every single circuit and 1 hour for the whole system, wit external pump minimum 2 and a half hours for every single circuit and 1 and a half hours for the whole system.
For very sludgy systems or systems with large water volumes extend the application time up to 24 hours!

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINESOLAR

CLEANER FOR REMOVAL DEGRADED HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS

Concentrated cleaner for removal degraded heat transfer fluids,
sludge and blockages in thermal solar heating circuits
Mayline SOLAR is characterized by an alkaline pH. The formula is
equipped with specific dispersants developed to eliminate deposits,
sediments and sludge formed of degraded heat transfer fluids in any
type of installation treated with glycol/water mixtures.
Mayline Solar effectively removes the deposits left by the heat transfer
fluid due to prolonged exposure to high temperatures. To high temperatures creates a biodegradative processes are triggered such that the
thermal fluid darkens, giving rise to phenomena of increased viscosity,
formation of solid deposits and reduction of the diameter of the pipes
with an increase in acidity that is harmful to the system.
With this product the optimal conditions of the system are restored
and its life extended as well as making a significant contribution to
costs related to maintenance or repairs.
code
5/MYSOL
1/MYSOL

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Completely empty the system and use a proper flushing pump to insert the cleaner into the circuit and dilute it as required, for example:
10% for normal sludgy in the heating circuit,
20% to eliminate heavily deposits and sludge from the solar heating circuits.
Activate the pump, preventively prepared with the cleaner solution, and keep it in circulation for at least 60 minutes and extend these
times up to 4 hours for very sludgy systems. If necessary, also renew the cleaning solution.
After the cleaning process, empty the system and treat it with Mayline NEUTRO for 20minutes, then rinse the system well with the clean
water.

Important note
Do not exceed the system temperature of 65 ° C, in the case of a solar thermal system where it can exceed 65 ° C, cover the solar panels.
Mayline SOLAR cannot be mixed with other chemicals. Follow the instructions for use carefully to avoid damage to pumps and control
valves. The product must be removed from the system after cleaning. After cleaning, neutralize with Mayline Neutro and RINSE WELL WITH
THE CLEAN WATER.
The product can be used with all materials present in a solar thermal system such as steel, copper, aluminum and gaskets. Load solar
systems exclusively with NON-TOXIC anti-freeze liquids based on propylene glycol with high efficient inhibitors, such as Mayline FS or
Mayline FSP.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
10 - 20% (10 - 20 litres of Mayline SOLAR for every 100litres of water).
ATTENTION: THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

10
20%

Application time From 60 to 120 minutes with external flushing pump. For heavily dirty systems change the cleaning solution and extend
the time to 240 minutes of application.
Check Using a conductivity meter to measure the µS/cm value of the mains water used and subsequently the water of the solution with
the cleaner: the delta value must be approx. 1.200µS/cm
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEPVS

SPECIAL CLEANER FOR SURFACES OF SOLAR PANELS

High concentrated special cleaner for surfaces of photovoltaic- and
thermal solar panels
Mayline PVS is a 100% active concentrate and has been developed specifically for cleaning the sensitive glasses of photovoltaic modules and solar
thermal panels, but also especially designed to prevent damages as is the
case with standard cleaning agents.
Mayline PVS cleans stubborn soiling such as resin, soot, bird droppings, oil
and grease. Suitable for all types of solar modules as SiGe glass, molded
glass, flat glass, diffusing glass etc.
A cleaning of photovoltaic modules and solar thermal collectors
is recommended every 6 months to maintain their best efficiency.
Mayline PVS releases a protective film creating a smooth surface, to
avoid that settle again of soiling, and also eases the subsequent cleaning
operations.
Mayline PVS cleans thoroughly the panels from:
- Oily and greasy sediments
- Soot
- Resins of plants
- Algae, moss and pollen
- Bird droppings
code
5/MYPVS
1/MYPVS

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Dilute Mayline PVS concentrated detergent in a ratio of 1: 100 with water, in case of very stubborn soiling increase Mayline PVS up to a
maximum ratio of 1:50. Use a nebulizer pump to apply the cleaning solution (we recommend using commercially available equipment for
this specific use), use soft rotation brushes with long handle to remove dirt, then leave still to act the cleaning solution for a few moments
and then rinse thoroughly with clean water.
If necessary, repeat the cleaning process for very heavily soilings on the glass surfaces.

Important note
Apply the cleaner Mayline PVS only diluted from 1 to 2 litres on 100 litres water - NEVER applicate it in concentrated form to prevent
damages! To clean photovoltaic modules or solar panels, apply the cleaning solution only on cold or lukewarm surfaces to avoid
evaporation and to prevent so eventually stains on the surfaces. Do not mix with other detergents, additives or other chemicals.
Protect the product from frost.
After cleaning, RINSE THOROUGHLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER.

Mixing proportions
1 litre on 100 litres of water (recommended), MAX. 1 litre on 50 litres.
NEVER applicate stronger dilutions to prevent damages!

5 years

1-2%

Application time Nebulize the cleaning solution with a spraying pump, use soft rotation brushes with long handle to remove the dirt,
leave to act still the cleaning solution for a few minutes and then rinse thoroughly with the clean water.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINES26
DESCALER FOR TAP WATER INSTALLATIONS

Descaler to remove encrustations in tap water installations and heat
exchangers for hot water
Mayline S26 is a concentrated descaler which eliminates lime scales
and rust deposits from drinking water circuits. A chemical treatment
with Mayline S26 is the safest and fastest way to restore a warm or cold
tap water circuit full functionality.
Mayline S26 can be used to remove lime scale and rust from pipes,
heat exchangers and boilers. Mayline S26 can be employed in conjunction with all commonly used materials, such as steel, copper, brass
and galvanised materials. It contains high level of inhibitors which protect all the components against the aggressive action of the descaler
during the chemical cleaning process. The product is also suitable for
cleaning pumps and valves, above all for cleaning cooling towers without interrupting their function. Mayline S26 is a slightly foaming liquid to be diluited with water, it dissolves lime scale and rust deposits.
The reaction increases if the descaler is heated to a max. temperature
of 45 °C. (recommended 30-40°C.)
code
5/MYS26
1/MYS26

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Completely empty the system to be descaled. Use a proper flushing pump to insert the descaler into the circuit and diluite it as required,
for example:
10% for regular cleaning or maintenance with low encrustions,
20 or 25% for cleaning or maintenance with stronger lime scale deposits,
15% for heat exchangers in aluminium,
25% for all other heat exchangers.
Activate the pump, preventively prepared with the descaling solution, and keep it in circulation for at least 30 minutes. For heavily encrusted systems extend the application time up to 120 minutes. If the cleaning solution is consumed, add further descaler in order to
continue with the chemical cleaning process. Once the cleaning process has been completed, the liquid must be drained from the system.
For neutralizing the descaled treated components use Mayline Neutro and leave in circulation for 20 minutes, then proceed to rinse it well
with clean water.

Important note
The system’s temperature must not exceed 45 °C if it is filled with Mayline S26. Mayline S26 cannot be mixed with other chemicals. Follow
our instructions scrupulously in order to avoid damaging of the components. After the cleaning process has been completed, the product
must be removed from the system and the descaled treated components must be neutralized with Mayline Neutro and then rinse thoroughly with the clean water. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
10-25% (10 - 25 litres of Mayline S26 for every 100litres of water), recommended 15%.
For aluminium components use max. 15%, all other materials use max. 25%.

5 years

1
25%

Application time 1-4 hours with 10% solutions; 30-60 minutes with 20-25% solutions; 30-60 minutes at 15% for aluminium and its alloys.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINER13
DESCALER FOR HEATING INSTALLATIONS

Descaler to remove encrustations in heating installations and there
heat exchangers
Mayline R13 is a concentrated descaler which eliminates lime scales
and rust deposits from heating installations and there heat exchangers.
A chemical treatment with Mayline R13 is the safest and fastest way to
restore a warm or cold tap water circuit full functionality.
Mayline R13 can be used to remove lime scale and rust from pipes,
heat exchangers and boilers. The product is also suitable for cleaning
pumps and valves, without interrupting their function. Mayline R13
can be employed in conjunction with all commonly used materials,
such as steel, copper, brass and galvanised materials. It contains high
levels of inhibitors which protect all the components against the aggressive action of the descaler during the chemical cleaning process.
Mayline R13 is a slightly foaming liquid to be diluted with water, it dissolves lime scale and rust deposits. The reaction increases if the descaler is heated to a max. temperature of 45 °C. (recommended 30-40°C.)

code
5/MYR13
1/MYR13

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Completely empty the system to be descaled. Insert the descaler diluted in water into the circuit using a suitable washing pump.
Examples of dilution:
50% of Mayline R13 for the descaling of valves or pumps;
25-50% of Mayline R13 for descaling of exchangers and boilers etc.
10-20% of Mayline R13 for washing heating pipes with recirculation system (start first with less dilution and, if the results are not obtained,
increase it more and more).
Run the descaling pump prepared with the solution, and keep it circulating for at least 30 minutes, extend if it is necessary up to 60 minutes.
To descale heating pipes with recirculation system, leave in circulation for 4 to 6 hours.
If the descaling action is diminishing, you can add Mayline R13 to continue. After chemical descaling, drain the solution and neutralize the
system and components with Mayline NEUTRO. Then RINSE THE SYSTEM WELL WITH THE CLEAN WATER.

Important note
The system’s temperature must not exceed 45 °C if it is filled with Mayline R13. Mayline R13 cannot be mixed with other chemicals. Follow
our instructions scrupulously in order to avoid damaging of the components. Not suitable for descaling components in aluminium and its
alloys. After the descaling process has been completed, the product must be removed from the system and the descaled treated components must be neutralized with Mayline Neutro and then rinse thoroughly with the clean water. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
10 – 50% (10 – 50 litres of Mayline R13 for every 100 litres of water)
ATTENTION: THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1
50%

Application time 4-6 hours with 10-20% solutions; 30-60 minutes with 25-50% solutions; NOT SUITABLE FOR ALUMINIUM

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEPULIBOILER
CONCENTRATED ACID FOR HEAT EXCHANGERS

Highly concentrated acid against lime scale, sludge and rust
deposits in heat exchangers
Mayline Puliboiler is a highly concentrated acid which eliminates all
types of deposits from heating components and heat exchangers.
Mayline Puliboiler is designed for using as chemical acid cleaner in all
heating systems components and can be employed in conjunction with
all commonly used materials, such as steel, copper, brass and galvanised materials, excluding aluminium and its alloys.

with new formulation
and change of color

code
5/MYPULI

packing
5 l canister

Instructions for use
Mayline Puliboiler is a slightly foaming acid with a pH value of less than 1, to be diluted with water in proportions from 10 to 20%. The
reaction increases by increasing the temperature - but never exceeding 45° C. Fill the acid solution dilute it as needed from 10 to 20%
into the encrusted component using a proper flushing pump for acid cleanings. Start up the flushing pump and keep it in circulation for at
least 30 minutes. It is important to check the pH value, the pH value must always be lower than 2 for guarantee the cleaning efficiency. If
the value is more than 2, the colour changes in azure. This colour change indicate to replace the solution.
Always pay attention of the pH value or the colour change. After chemical cleaning, the product must be discharged from the system, properly neutralized with Mayline Neutro, always ensure to reach a neutral pH value. The acid treated system must be neutralized with Mayline
Neutro for 20 minutes and then thoroughly rinsed with the mains water. For waste disposal respect the laws in force in your country.

Important note
The system’s temperature must not exceed 45 °C if it is filled in with Mayline Puliboiler. Mayline Puliboiler cannot be mixed with other
chemicals. Follow our instructions scrupulously in order to avoid damage of the components. Not suitable for components in aluminium
and its alloys. After the acid cleaning process has been completed, the product must be removed from the system and the acid treated
components must be neutralized with Mayline Neutro and then rinse thoroughly with the clean water. For waste disposal respect the laws
in force in your country. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
10 - 20% (10 - 20 litres of Mayline Puliboiler for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION: THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

10
20 %

Application time 30 minutes with acid solutions from 10 to MAX. 20%
Check pH value must always be lower than 2 for guarantee the cleaning efficiency. If the value is more than 2, the colour changes in azure
and the acid solution must be replaced.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEDISOFORTE
DRAIN CLEANER

Highly efficient cleaner for shower or sink drains, removes
blockages of hair, soap scum, etc.
Mayline DISOFORTE is a highly efficient unblocking agent which eliminates the organic substances that obstruct the drains. The product
does not attack the PVC, the gaskets and metals of which the pipes
are normally formed. Mayline DISOFORTE in a few moments removes
paper, cardboard, vegetables, meat, bones, fats and all materials of organic origin.
PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY!

code
1/MYDI

packing
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
MAYLINE DISOFORTE acts deeply by removing obstructions, even in the presence of the stagnant water. In this case we recommend to add
the drain cleaner MAYLINE DISOFORTE very slowly, bringing the product closer to the stagnant water surface without ever exceeding the
recommended dosages.
On small drains, slowly pour 200 to 250 ml of Mayline DISOFORTE, wait for about 5 minutes, then let the water run and if it is necessary,
repeat the operation. On medium and large drains, slowly pour from 250 ml to 500 ml of product, wait for 5 minutes, let the water run
abundantly.
It is advisable to periodically use a small amount of Mayline DISOFORTE to eliminate bad odors and keep drains free.

Important note
FOR SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS REQUIRE PROTECTIVE GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION!
Mayline DISOFORTE cannot be mixed with other chemicals! Therefore it must not be used in drains where other drain cleaner have been
previously introduced! Avoid contact with resin and polycarbonate materials and do not use on copper and lead drains. Contact of the
product with steel and / or chromed parts can generate blackening. After cleaning, RINSE THOROUGHLY WITH THE TAP WATER.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.
Dosage to use: small drains 200 to 250 ml, medium and large drains, 250 ml to 500 ml

5 years

Application time Pour slowly 200 to 500ml of Mayline Disoforte in the drain and let it act for at least 5 minutes.

Dati di sicurezza

Smaltimento

In caso di contatto con gli occhi lavare bene con acqua e consultare un medico. In caso
di contatto con la pelle lavare bene con acqua. Portare guanti e occhiali di protezione. Rimuovere immediatamente con acqua da oggetti come piastrelle, pavimenti, lavandini, ecc.
Conservare fuori dalla portata dei bambini.

Smaltire nel rispetto delle norme locali, consultare la scheda di sicurezza.
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MAYLINENEUTRO
NEUTRALIZING LIQUID

Neutralizing liquid to neutralize the circuits treated with
descalers, acids and bases
Mayline Neutro is a neutralising liquid which eliminates all basic or
acidic residues. The product is based on special silicates and is suitable
for neutralising drinking water systems in compliance with the classifications of the current EEC lists.
Thanks to it’s new formula, no more long rising are needed for neutralizing the circuits. Mayline Neutro is designed to guarantee total system
neutralisation for acids and bases.
It is recommended to use Mayline Neutro for removing residual acids
or bases after cleaning or maintenance operations.

code
5/MYNTO
1/MYNTO

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Mayline Neutro is used after chemical cleaning based on descaler, acids or bases. Usually the cleaning acids act with a pH value of 1 (highly
acidic), descaler with a pH value of 3 (slightly acidic), solar thermal cleaner with a pH value of 8-9 (slightly bases), so after cleaning it must
be ensured that there are no residues or traces of these cleaners in the system.
Neutralization of heating components with highly concentrated acids:
Empty the system and remove all the acid used for cleaning. Insert Mayline Neutro to 5% mixed with water and let it circulate inside for
about 20 minutes. Drain the system, rinse it with the water for about 3-5 minutes and check the pH value that must be about 7.
Neutralization of heating components with descaler:
Empty the system and remove the descaler solution. Insert Mayline Neutro to 5% mixed with the water and let it circulate inside for about
10 minutes. Drain the system and rinse with the water for about 3-5 minutes and check the pH value that must be about 7.
Neutralization of heating components with solar cleaner:
Empty the system and remove the cleaner solution. Insert Mayline Neutro to 5% mixed with th water and let it circulate inside for about 20
minutes. Drain the system and rinse with the water for about 3-5 minutes and check the pH value that must be about 7.

Important note
Use only with the dilution described. Mayline NEUTRO cannot be mixed with other chemicals.
After neutralization, always rinse with the clean water as well. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
5% (5 litres of Mayline Neutral for every 100 litres of water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

Application time Leave in circulation a 5% Mayline Neutral solution for at least 10-20 minutes.
Check Check the pH value after the neutralization phase, which must be about 7.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

5

%

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEK32

PROTECTIVE FOR HEATING CIRCUITS WITH RADIATORS

th lnaetwion
Wim
for u

Protective liquid with molybdenum
based corrosion inhibitors for heating circuits with radiators
Mayline K32 is a protective liquid with molybdenum based corrosion
inhibitors for heating circuits and central heating systems with radiators, which protects heating components in steel, iron, copper, aluminium and synthetic materials in heating systems against corrosion and
scale and sludge formations.
Mayline K32 create a protective film on all parts and solves oxygen
diffusion problems with an effective dispersion.

LONG LASTING

+

code
5/MYK32
1/MYK32

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Drain the sludge from the circuit and fill it with the clean water, then use a heating system cleaner as Mayline HR, Mayline HR PLUS or
Mayline CP. New systems must be cleaned with Mayline Novorisan or Mayline CPL if they are already loaded with water.
Calculate the water content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline K32. Half fill the heating system with water. Add 0.5% of Mayline K32 in new systems, while in cleaned and restored systems add 1% of Mayline K32. Then fill the circuit completely with water, vent it
well and turn on the pumps to put the water into circulation. After about an hour (after 3-4 hours on large systems) check the concentration
with the MOLYBDENUM KIT, in circuits treated at 1% the molybdenum value must be 250mg/l. Recheck the molybdenum concentration
after 1 to 3 months. Mayline K32 has a long-lasting efficiency if the treatment was carried out with a 1% dosage.
The molybdenum value is in any case subject to a MANDATORY PERIODIC CHECK every 12 months with the appropriate MOLYBDENUM KIT.
In the event that the molybdenum value is lower than 140mg/l, it is necessary to refill with Mayline K32 to bring the molybdenum value
beyond this minimum value. The optimal value of molybdenum is equal to 200-250mg/l for cleaned and restored systems, which guarantees a maximum protection of the system.
It is recommended that the molybdenum value is checked annually and to be refilled if necessary!

Important note
Restore the system with one of the heating system cleaners as Mayline HR, HR PLUS or CP cleaners, then thoroughly rinse the system with
the clean water before inserting Mayline K32.
Mayline K32 can be mixed with the protective agents Mayline SBA or AR, as well as with Mayline FS or FSP anti-freeze liquids, but NOT with
other chemicals. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
0.5% for new systems, 1% for cleaned and restored systems (0.5-1 liter on 100 liters of heating water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

0,5
1%

Check After filling and good circulation of the protective agent in the heating system, check the molybdenum value with the appropriate
test kit: the dosage at 1% corresponds to approx. 250 mg/l which must never be less than 140 mg/l, if necessary, refill it.
The MANDATORY CHECK of the inhibitor is to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure proper functioning.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINESBA
PROTECTIVE FOR FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS

Protective liquid as “triple formulation” with molybdenum
based corrosion inhibitors and bio-blocker for floor heating
systems and mixed heating systems
Mayline SBA is an inhibitor liquid with an exclusive leading combination
of inhibitors for radiant systems (for example floor heating systems) or
mixed heating systems against corrosion and encrustation problems,
with the addition of a non-foaming, chlorine-free bio-dispersant, to
avoid microbacterial formation in heating circuits that have temperatures below 55 ° C.
Mayline SBA prevents the formation of corrosion and sludge, prevents fouling and gas formation, and prevents the growth of microbacterial colonies without altering the pH. The product can be used with
all materials such as iron, steel, copper (and its alloys), aluminum (and
its alloys), synthetic materials (e.g. PEX pipe) and mixed materials (e.g.
multilayer pipe).
code
5/MYSBA
1/MYSBA

package
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

+

TRIPLE FORMULATION

Instructions for use
Drain the sludge from the circuit and fill it with the clean water, then use a heating system cleaner as Mayline SB for floor heating system,
or a mix of Mayline SB and Mayline HR for a mixed system with radiators. New systems must be cleaned with Mayline SB if they are already
loaded with water.
Calculate the water content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline SBA. Half fill the heating system with water. Add 1% of Mayline
SBA in cleaned and restored floor heating systems. Then fill the circuit completely with water, vent it well and turn on the pumps to put the
water into circulation. After about an hour (after 3-4 hours on large systems) check the concentration with the MOLYBDENUM KIT, in circuits
treated at 1% the molybdenum value must be 100mg/l. Recheck the molybdenum concentration after 1 to 3 months. In the event that the
molybdenum value is lower than 80mg/l, it is necessary to refill with Mayline SBA to bring the molybdenum value beyond this minimum
value. The optimal value of molybdenum is equal to 100mg/l for cleaned and restored systems, which guarantees a maximum protection
of the system.
For mixed heating systems such as floor heating system combined with radiators use 2% of Mayline SBA, with a concentration of the
molybdenum value to 200mg/l. In the case of a molybdenum value check there is lower than 160mg/l, it is necessary to refill Mayline SBA.
It is recommended that the molybdenum value is checked annually and to be refilled if necessary!

Important note
Restore the system with the floor heating system cleaner Mayline SB, or a mix of Mayline SB and Mayline HR for mixed systems, then
thoroughly rinse the system with the clean water before inserting Mayline SBA. Protect the product from frost.
Mayline SBA can be mixed with the protective agents Mayline K32, Protec or AR, but NOT with other chemicals or antifreeze agents.

Mixing proportions
For floor heating systems use 1% (1litre of Mayline SBA on 100lt of water)
For mixed systems use 2% (2 litres Mayline SBA on 100lt of water)

5 years

1-2 %

Check After filling and good circulation of the protective agent in the heating system, check the molybdenum value with the appropriate
test kit: the dosage at 1% corresponds to approx. 100 mg/l which must never be less than 80 mg/l, if necessary, refill it.
The MANDATORY CHECK of the inhibitor is to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure proper functioning.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEPROTEC
PROTECTIVE FOR HEATING CIRCUITS WITH RADIATORS

Protective liquid with fosfate-molybdenum corrosion
inhibitors for heating circuits with radiators
Mayline PROTEC is an fosfate-molybdenum based inhibitor liquid that
protects heating systems with components in steel, copper, brass and
aluminum, to protect high temperature heating systems from corrosion
and encrusting problems, creating a protective patina on all parts.
Mayline Protec protects all materials used such as iron, steel, copper
(and its alloys), aluminum (and its alloys), synthetic materials (eg PEX
pipe) and mixed materials (eg multilayer pipe).

codice
5/MYPTEC
1/MYPTEC

confezione
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Completely empty the circuit from sludge and load with the clean water, then use a heating system cleaner as Mayline HR, Mayline HR PLUS
or Mayline CP. New systems must be cleaned with Mayline Novorisan or Mayline CPL if they are already filled with water.
Calculate the water content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline Protec. Add 1% of Mayline PROTEC in new systems or in
cleaned and restored heating systems. Then fill the circuit completely with water, vent it well and turn on the pumps to put the water into
circulation. Check the pH value after about 10 minutes, the value must be between 8.5 and 9, otherwise Mayline Protec must be added.
After about an hour (after 3-4 hours in large systems) check the concentration with the MOLYBDENUM KIT, in circuits treated at 1% the
molybdenum value must be 150mg/l. Recheck the molybdenum concentration after 1 to 3 months and refill Mayline Protec if the value is
less than 140 mg/l.
It is recommended that the molybdenum value is checked any 6 months and to be refilled if necessary!

Important note
Restore the system with a cleaner such as Mayline HR, HR PLUS or CP, then thoroughly rinse the system before inserting Mayline Protec.
Mayline Protec can be mixed with Mayline FS or FSP anti-freeze liquids, but NOT with other chemicals. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1% for cleaned and restored systems (1 liter on 100 liters of heating water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Check After filling and good circulation of the protective agent in the heating system, check the molybdenum value with the appropriate
test kit: the dosage at 1% corresponds to approx. 150 mg/l which must never be less than 140 mg/l, if necessary, refill it.
The MANDATORY CHECK of the inhibitor is to be carried out at least every 6 months to ensure proper functioning.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEAR

PROTECTIVE ADDITIVE TO NOISE REDUCING

Protective additive to noise reducing in heating circuits with
aluminum radiators
Mayline AR liquid is specifically formulated to eliminate noises (such
as gurgling) caused by the formation of air in heating systems, boilers or aluminum radiators. Mayline AR remains in the system with the
prevention to eliminate the formation of gas and thus reducing noise. Mayline AR restores the efficiency of the system with air formation
problems. Before applying Mayline AR it is necessary to check if the
noise problems are not caused by an unsuitable system geometrie or
by damaged or heavily encrusted elements. Suitable for adding in new
or restored, cleaned heating systems.

codice
5/MYAR
1/MYAR

confezione
5 l canister
1 l (pack of 12 bottles)

Instructions for use
Check if the noise problems are not caused by an unsuitable system geometry or by damaged or heavily encrusted elements. If it is necessary
clean the heating systems with Mayline HR, Mayline HR PLUS or Mayline CP. New systems must be cleaned with Mayline Novorisan or Mayline
CPL if they already loaded with water. Mayline AR must be combined with protective liquid such as Mayline K32 or Mayline SBA.
Check or calculate the water content of the system. Add 1% of Mayline AR noise protection, vent if it is necessary, and turn on the pumps
to put the water into circulation. After about an hour, check the concentration with the MOLYBDENUM KIT:
In the systems previously treated with Mayline K32 or Mayline SBA, the molybdenum value should be increased up to 150mg/l (e.g. heating
system treated with Mayline SBA to 1% with a molybdenum value of 100 mg/l, with an addition of 1% Mayline AR, with a molybdenum
value of 150 mg/l, the total molybdenum value must be 250mg/l).

Important note
Check if the noise problems are not caused by an unsuitable system geometry or by damaged or heavily encrusted elements. If it is
necessary clean the heating system. Mayline AR must be combined with the protective liquid such as Mayline K32 or Mayline SBA.
Mayline AR can be mixed with Mayline K32 or SBA, but NOT with other chemicals or anti-freeze liquids. Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
1% (1 liter on 100 liters of heating water).
ATTENTION! THE PRODUCT MUST NOT BE OVER OR UNDER DOSED.

5 years

1%

Check Mayline AR must be combined with the protective liquid such as Mayline K32 or Mayline SBA. In the systems previously treated
with Mayline K32 or Mayline SBA, the molybdenum value should be increased up to 150mg/l.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

ANTIFREEZE AGENTS

Inhibited NON- TOXIC propylene glycol based antifreeze for
solar- and geothermal systems

Inhibited ethylene glycol based antifreeze for
cooling and heating systems

Mayline FS

Mayline XS

dilution at 25%

protection at – 10 °C

dilution at 30%

protection at – 17 °C

dilution at 32%

protection at – 15 °C

dilution at 40%

protection at – 26 °C

dilution at 40%

protection at – 20 °C

dilution at 50%

protection at – 38 °C

dilution at 47%

protection at – 25 °C

Inhibited NON- TOXIC ready-to-use
propylene glycol based heat transfer fluid
for solar- and geothermal systems

Inhibited diethylene glycol based antifreeze
for cooling and heating systemsvuoto
Mayline FSR

Mayline FSP15

protection at – 15 °C

dilution at 25%

protection at – 10 °C

Mayline FSP25

protection at – 25 °C

dilution at 32%

protection at – 15 °C

dilution at 40%

protection at – 20 °C

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEFS
ANTIFREEZE AGENT

Inhibited NON-TOXIC propylene glycol based antifreeze for
solar- and geothermal systems
Mayline FS is a high performing, non-toxic antifreeze liquid based on
propylene glycol, free from nitrites, amines and phosphates, silicates
and borates, combined with a protective package of inhibitors.
This specific formulation avoids the formation of rust and corrosion on
all materials present in solar- or geothermal systems such as iron, steel,
copper (and its alloys), aluminium (and its alloys), synthetic materials
(eg PEX pipe) and mixed materials (eg multilayer pipe) and protects too
gaskets and seals.

code
10/MYFS
20/MYFS
25/MYFS
200/MYFS
1000/MYFS

package
10 kg canister
20 kg canister
25 kg canister
200 kg drum
1000 kg IBC

Instructions for use
To restore solar- or geothermal systems, empty the circuit and load with clean water, then use a cleaner as Mayline SOLAR for removing the
degraded antifreeze mix of glycol/water. For further details, see the technical data sheet of Mayline SOLAR.
Calculate the content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline FS in the needed mixing proportion. Half fill the system with water,
then add the antifreeze agent Mayline FS, and fill the circuit completely with water, vent it well and turn on the pumps to put the water/
glycol mix into circulation. After about an hour (after 2-3 hours on large systems) check the concentration with an optical refractrometer for
propylene glycols to determine the freeze protection. If the freeze protection is too low, add further antifreeze agent Mayline FS.
It is recommended, to check the needed antifreeze protection and that the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every
12 months to ensure a proper functioning.

Important note
Restore the system with a cleaner such as Mayline SOLAR, and then thoroughly rinse the system with the clean water before inserting
Mayline FS with the clean water. Mayline FS can be mixed with the protective agent Mayline K32 in mixing proportion less than 30%, as
well with the self sealing liquid Mayline F, but NOT with other chemicals or substances. Dilute the product in volumetric ratio as indicated
in the table and mix it very well. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5, must be replaced.

Mixing proportions:
volume content of
system
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l

amount of antifreeze (% vol.)
12 %
18 %
25 %
32 %
40 %

antifreeze protection
at
- 3˚C
- 6˚C
- 10˚C
- 15˚C
- 20˚C

5 years

Check the needed antifreeze protection and the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure a
proper functioning. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5 must be replaced.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEFSP
HEAT TRANSFER FLUID READY-TO-USE

Inhibited, NON-TOXIC, ready-to-use propylene glycol based
heat transfer fluid for solar- and geothermal systems
Mayline FSP is a ready to use, high performing, non-toxic heat transfer
fluid based on propylene glycol, free from nitrites, amines and phosphates, silicates and borates, combined with a protective package of
inhibitors. This specific formulation avoids the formation of rust and
corrosion on all materials present in solar- or geothermal systems such
as iron, steel, copper (and its alloys), aluminium (and its alloys), synthetic materials (eg PEX pipe) and mixed materials (eg multilayer pipe) and
protects too gaskets and seals.
code

package

10/MYFSP15

10 kg canister

10/MYFSP25

10 kg canister

20/MYFSP15

20 kg canister

20/MYFSP25

20 kg canister

25/MYFSP15

25 kg canister

25/MYFSP25

25 kg canister

200/MYFSP15

200 kg drum

200/MYFSP25

200 kg drum

1000/MYFSP15

1000 kg IBC

1000/MYFSP25

1000 kg IBC

Instructions for use
To restore solar- or geothermal systems, empty the circuit and load with the clean water, than use a cleaner as Mayline SOLAR for removing
the degraded heat transfer fluids. For further details, see the technical data sheet of Mayline SOLAR.
Fill the system completely with Mayline FSP, using the product as indicated below:
product

antifreeze protection at

Mayline FSP 15

- 15°C

Mayline FSP 25

- 25°C

It is recommended, to check the needed antifreeze protection and that the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every
12 months to ensure a proper functioning.

Important note
Restore the system with a cleaner such as Mayline SOLAR, and then thoroughly rinse the system with the clean water before inserting
Mayline FSP with clean water. Mayline FSP can be mixed with the self sealing liquid Mayline F, but NOT with other chemicals or substances.
Dilute the product in volumetric ratio as indicated in the table and mix very well. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than
7.5, must be replaced.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.
5 years

Check the needed antifreeze protection and the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure a proper
functioning. Heat transfer fluids with a pH value lower than 7.5 must be replaced.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEFSR
ANTIFREEZE AGENT

Inhibited high performing diethylene glycol based
antifreeze agent
Mayline FSR is a high performing antifreeze liquid based on diethylene
glycol, combined with a protective package of inhibitors. This specific
formulation avoids the formation of rust and corrosion on all materials
present in a system such as iron, steel, copper (and its alloys), aluminium (and its alloys), synthetic materials (eg PEX pipe) and mixed materials (eg multilayer pipe) and protects too gaskets and seals.
Mayline FSR is suitable for protecting all types of solar thermal systems
with vacuum collectors, designed to use with diethylene glycol.

code
10/MYFSR
20/MYFSR
25/MYFSR
200/MYFSR
1000/MYFSR

package
10 kg canister
20 kg canister
25 kg canister
200 kg drum
1000 kg IBC

Instructions for use
For systems to restore, empty the circuit and load with the clean water, then use a cleaner as Mayline SOLAR for removing the degraded
antifreeze mix of glycol/water. For further details, see the technical data sheet of Mayline SOLAR.
Calculate the content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline FSR in the needed mixing proportion. Half fill the system with water,
then add the antifreeze agent Mayline FSR, and fill the circuit completely with water, vent it well and turn on the pumps to put the water/
glycol mix into circulation. After about an hour (after 2-3 hours on large systems) check the concentration with an optical refractometer for
diethylene glycols to determine the freeze protection. If the freeze protection is too low, add further antifreeze agent Mayline FSR.
It is recommended to check the needed antifreeze protection and that the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every
12 months to ensure a proper functioning.

Important note
Restore the system with a cleaner such as Mayline SOLAR, and then thoroughly rinse the system with the clean water before inserting
Mayline FSR with the clean water. Mayline FSR can be mixed with the protective agent Mayline K32 for mixing proportion less than 30%,
as well with Mayline self-sealing liquid Mayline F, but NOT with other chemicals or substances. Dilute the product in volumetric ratio as
indicated in the table and mix it very well. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5, must be replaced

Mixing proportions:
volume content of
system
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l

amount of antifreeze (% vol.)
12 %
18 %
25 %
32 %
40 %

antifreeze protection
at
- 3˚C
- 6˚C
- 10˚C
- 15˚C
- 20˚C

5 years

Check the needed antifreeze protection and the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure a
proper functioning. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5, must be replaced.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

MAYLINEXS
ANTIFREEZE AGENT

Inhibited high performing ethylene glycol based
antifreeze agent
Mayline XS is a high performing antifreeze liquid based on ethylene
glycol, combined with a protective package of inhibitors. This specific
formulation avoids the formation of rust and corrosion on all materials
present in a system such as iron, steel, copper (and its alloys), aluminium (and its alloys), synthetic materials (eg PEX pipe) and mixed materials (eg multilayer pipe) and protects too gaskets and seals.
Mayline XS is suitable for protecting all types of heating and cooling
systems, designed to use with ethylene glycol.

code
10/MYXS
20/MYXS
25/MYXS
200/MYXS
1000/MYXS

package
10 kg canister
20 kg canister
25 kg canister
200 kg drum
1000 kg IBC

Instructions for use
For systems to restore, empty the circuit and load with the clean water, then use a cleaner as Mayline SOLAR for removing the degraded
antifreeze mix of glycol/water. For further details, see the technical data sheet of Mayline SOLAR.
Calculate the content of the system for the correct amount of Mayline XS in the needed mixing proportion. Half fill the system with water,
then add the antifreeze agent Mayline XS, and fill the circuit completely with water, vent it well and turn on the pumps to put the water/
glycol mix into circulation. After about an hour (after 2-3 hours on large systems) check the concentration with an optical refractometer for
diethylene glycols to determine the freeze protection. If the freeze protection is too low, add further antifreeze agent Mayline XS.
It is recommended to check the needed antifreeze protection and that the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every
12 months to ensure a proper functioning.

Important note
Restore the system with a cleaner such as Mayline SOLAR, and then thoroughly rinse the system with the clean water before inserting
Mayline XS with the clean water. Mayline XS can be mixed with the protective agent Mayline K32 for mixing proportion then 30%, as well
with Mayline self sealing liquid Mayline F, but NOT with other chemicals or substances. Dilute the product in volumetric ratio as indicated
in the table and mix very well. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5, must be replaced.

Mixing proportions:
volume content of
system
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l
100 l

amount of antifreeze (% vol.)
12 %
20 %
30 %
40 %
50 %

antifreeze protection
at
- 4˚C
- 9˚C
- 17˚C
- 26˚C
- 38˚C

5 years

Check the needed antifreeze protection and the pH value is not lower than 7.5, to be carried out at least every 12 months to ensure a
proper functioning. Antifreeze mix of glycol/water with a pH value lower than 7.5, must be replaced.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINER99
SANITIZING CLEANER FOR AIR CONDITIONING

Sanitizing cleaner for air conditioning, finned coils, fan coils
and washable filters
Mayline R99 is a product specifically designed for the maintenance of
finned coils, air filters and fan coils. Periodic maintenance of the system
allows for better operation, better heat exchange, a protective barrier
against the formation of biological deposits such as algae, moulds and
bacteria (eg legionella pneumophila).
Mayline R99 is a formulation combined with surfactants, corrosion
inhibitors, bio-oxidants and bio-dispersants, which allows the product
immediatelly to remove all types of dirt and pollutants normally present
on the surfaces of batteries and filters. It removes dirt, biological deposits,
and those caused by impurities in the air, to eliminate the bad odours.

code
500/MYR99
5/MYR99

package
500 ml (pack of 6 spray bottles)
5l canister

Instructions for use
Cleaning of FAN COILS SYSTEMS
1) Remove the external casing and extract the filter.
2) Spray the Mayline R99 solution on the coils and leave to act for a few minutes.
3) The re-rinsing takes place with the condensed water after turn on the air conditioner or manually with a sprayer mist pump with tap water.
4) The rinse water will come out of the condensate drain.
The rigid cell filters must be washed with the same procedure as for the coils. Do not blow on the filters with the compressor to avoid the
spread of bacteria.
Disposable filters must be sanitized with Mayline R99 before disposal.

Important note
Do not mix with other cleaners for air conditioning or other cleaning substances. Strictly follow our instructions for use. After cleaning, turn
on the air conditioner so that the condensation water is created or rinse thoroughly by spraying tap water on the coil.
Protect the product from frost.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

Application time Spray the coil well and leave to act for at least 15 minutes, then rinse it.
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Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!
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MAYLINECALTECPLUS
COMBUSTION DEPOSIT REMOVER FOR HEAT EXCHANGERS

Cleaner for removing the deposits of combustion residues
on heat exchangers in aluminium alloys, copper, steel,
stainless steel etc.
Mayline CaltecPlus eliminates the typical deposits on heat exchanger,
on gas powered condensing boilers. The cleaner Mayline CaltecPlus
was developed with a specific composition in order to achieve efficient
cleaning, to restore afresh the heating transfer on heat exchangers.
CaltecPlus leaves a protective surface film on the heat exchanger for
more easily removing new deposits in a future cleaning.

codice
MY/LSPCALP
5/MYCALP

confezione
spray bottle with lance (1 pcs)
5l canister

Instructions for use
Remove the cover of the condensing boilers. Remove the coarsest combustion residues with a brush.
Insert the lance of the sprayer bottle (optional, code MY/LSPCALP) in the heat exchanger and spray Mayline CaltecPlus evenly and amply,
to impregnate the combustion deposits well with the cleaner. Then await for 10-15 minutes, hereafter rinse the heat exchanger well with
the tap water. Repeat the operation in the case of heavily encrusted heat exchangers. After the treatment with Mayline CaltecPlus always
rinse abundatly with the tap water.

Important note
WARNING! DO NOT SPRAY ON THE HOT HEATING EXCHANGER, wait until it is just lukewarm! Strictly follow our instructions for use in order to
avoid technical operator’s risks.
Do NOT spray upon other components or electrical cables. Application only on heat exchangers in gas powered condensing boilers. After contact
other components with the product, clean immediately with the tap water.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

Sprayer for Mayline CaltecPlus
Sprayer (without contents) with lance approx. 20 cm for cleaning application with Mayline CaltecPlus.
code
MY/LSPCALP

package
spray bottle with lance (1 pcs)

5 years

Application time Spray the heat exchanger well and leave to act for at least 15 minutes, then rinse it abundantly.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEDETERDOL
DEGREASING CLEANER

Detergent for cleaning and degreasing the surfaces after
maintenance
Mayline Deterdol is used to clean surfaces in metal, plastic, wood. With
its triple formulation Deterdol is very concentrated and effective in cleaning. It is also effective on greasy dirt thanks to the degreasing and sanitizing effect due to the presence of biological surfactants. Deterdol is
used for the common cleaning needs of surfaces in general, for equipment, workshops and mechanical parts. Mayline Deterdol is a universal
degreasing detergent for both industrial and household usage based on
DOL which is able to incorporate and transport fat particles and metal
molecules. Deterdol is an organic product which has a cleaning function,
while the surfactant one has the ability to bind, solve and transport the
dirt to be removed.

code
5/MYDET

package
5l canister

Instructions for use
Spray the product on the surface to be cleaned, then wipe with a clean cloth or rag.

Mixing proportions
DO NOT DILUTE. THE PRODUCT COMES READY FOR USE.

Sprayer for Mayline DETERDOL
Sprayer (without contents) for cleaning application of Mayline Deterdol ,
with top-up cap for easy re-filling without removing the nebulizer.
code
MY/SPR
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package
spray bottle (1 pcs)

3 years

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.

Security instructions

Disposal

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor.
In the event of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear.
Use water to immediately remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash
basins, etc. Keep out of reach of children!

For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, please consult the corresponding safety data sheet or the information sheet.
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MAYLINEACCESSORIES
For the best performance of Mayline products we suggest to use original accessories (loading pump,
mesuring kit, gastop equipment, etc …) following meticulously the istructions.

Mayline DEFMAG
Magnetic dirt and sludge separator for heating installations up to 35kW
• Helical flux technology with a 12,000 Gauss neodymium magnet
• Removes both magnetic and non-magnetic debris
• Non-stick filter in the flow direction to ensure the decantation of non-magnetic impurities
• Includes rinse valve to an easy clean up by a drain valve
• Easy positioning, mounting on both horizontal and vertical pipes by means of an adjustable ring nut
• Vertical installation or inclined mounting up to 45°
code
MY/DEFMAG

package
1 pcs (pack of 12 pcs available)

Mayline MINIDEFMAG

Small magnetic dirt separator for heating installations up to 35kW
• Horizontal installation with a 12,000 gauss neodymium magnet
• Total mounting height only 85mm
• 90 ° fitting connections
• Cartridge with filter net of 300 and 800 µm
code
MY/M-DEF

package
1 pcs (pack of 10 pcs available)

Test Kit Molybdenum

pH test stripes

Test kit for measuring the molyb-

Set of 100 pH test strips with

denum concentration of Mayline

range from 1 to 12 for measuring

K32, Mayline SBA, Mayline Protec

the pH value.

and Mayline AR.
code
MY/KITMOL

package

code
MY/PH

1 pcs (100 tests)

Test case Simple Test
1 Molybdenum test kit
1 Hardness water test kit
1 Iron water test kit
2 Bacteria water test kit
1 pH test stripes

Test case Profi Test
1 Molybdenum test kit
1 Hardness water test kit
1 Iron water test kit
2 Bacteria water test kit
1 pH test stripes
1 Optical refractometer
code
MY/VTS
MY/VTP
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package
1 pcs
1 pcs

package
1 pcs (100 tests)

MAYLINEACCESSORIES
For the best performance of Mayline products we suggest to use original accessories (loading pump,
mesuring kit, gastop equipment, etc …) following meticulously the istructions.

M20 Flushing pump
The Mayline M20 is a vertical axis pump suitable for these
purposes (coils boilers and heat exchangers). Its adaptability, flexibility, easy in use and high performance make this
product the most sought after by the technicians.
Tank: 20 liters
Max flow rate: 2600 l/hrs,
KW: 0.132
Pressure: 1 bar
Protection: IP54
Weight: 8.5 kg
code
MY/M20

package
1 pcs

Gastop set PROFESSIONAL
Professional equipment for sealing screw connections of gas
pipes.
The set includes:
Membrane pump with automatic pressure adjustment
Blower fan
Container for liquid and recovery of molch balls
Container to vent the system
Gas line pump connection tubes
Liquid recovery tubes
System drying tubes
Compressed air piping
1/2 “and 1” fittings
code
MY/GPROF

package
1 equipment set

Set of molch balls
Plastic container for equipment set

Set of molch balls
Set of 8 pieces of molch balls for Mayline Gastop, with various
diameter from ½“ to 1¼”.

code
MY/SMOL

package
Set of 8 pcs
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MAYLINEACCESSORIES
For the best performance of Mayline products we suggest to use original accessories (loading pump,
mesuring kit, gastop equipment, etc …) following meticulously the istructions.

Bacteria water test kit

code
MY/T-BAT

package
1 pcs

Hardness water test kit

code
MY/T-DUR

package
1 pcs (100 tests)

Iron water test kit

code
MY/T-FER

package
1 pcs (100 tests)

Optical refractometer
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code
MY/RT

package
1 pcs

NOTES
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